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ABSTRACT

Video-on-Demand (VOD) allows clients to view selected videos at any time, and it is essential for VOD servers to be run as efficiently as possible. Conventional VOD servers are not efficient; they dedicate a disk stream for each client, and this strategy quickly uses up all available streams. Other systems, such as batching, interval caching, and pyramid broadcasting, have been studied. These systems make more efficient use of the VOD server’s disk streams.

In this report we present a new VOD system called stream tapping. Stream tapping allows clients to aggressively “tap” into any disk streams on the VOD server that are reading data the client can use. This can be accomplished through the use of a small buffer—as small as 115 MB for MPEG-1 encoding—on the client’s set-top box, and it can save over 80% of the disk bandwidth used by a conventional system. This report includes a description and analysis of the stream tapping system, and comparisons between it and other efficiency-improving systems.
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1 Introduction

Video-on-Demand (VOD) allows a client to connect to a VOD server using a television set-top box (STB), use the STB to make a selection from the server’s video library, and then begin viewing the selected video in a short amount of time.

VOD is not yet commercially available. Many companies have run trials for VOD over the last five years [1–3], but by and large these companies have then either scaled back what they intended or left the VOD business altogether. The reason is cost. VOD—from upgrading or creating new networks to developing new software to buying and maintaining hardware—is an expensive business to start up. Any system that can use existing hardware more efficiently or that can reduce the amount of hardware needed is very valuable.

Also, market tests suggest that VOD will be competitive with video rental stores and pay-per-view channels [1, 4]. With this large number of potential clients, it is important for the VOD server in particular to be run efficiently. It must be able to handle a variety of loads without (greatly) sacrificing performance, and it must be able to scale well as more and more clients attempt to use its services.

The three main hardware components of a VOD service are the VOD server, the client STB, and the network that connects the two. See Figure 1. Their role in VOD is described below.

- **VOD Server**

  Many VOD server architectures have been explored in the literature [5–10], and they range from distributed systems that contain a hierarchy of file system and storage nodes to stand-alone file servers that operate using only local storage. However, regardless of the architecture, the VOD server must perform three roles:

  1. Act as a repository for a large number of videos,
  2. Be able to support multiple, simultaneous accesses to videos, and
  3. Be able to communicate with clients so clients can select and view videos.

- **Client STB**

  The role of the client set-top box is usually dependent on the specific needs of a particular VOD provider [11, 12] but some trends are becoming clear [13, 14]. The STB must:

  1. Be able to communicate with the VOD server so that it can navigate possible video selections and receive video data,
  2. Be able to decode the data it receives, both for descrambling and MPEG decompression purposes,
  3. Have a certain amount of processing power, and
  4. Have at least a small amount of local buffer, both to keep enough video frames on hand to prevent jitter\(^1\) and for possible network transport strategies [15, 16].

These requirements are enough that many VOD providers are using stripped-down computers for the STB [3, 11].

---

\(^1\) Jitter occurs when the next frame to be shown is not available, and the STB must wait for the frame to arrive or skip the frame (and probably other frames) in order to resynchronize.
The network is simply the means of communication between the VOD server and the client STB. It does not have any other requirements per se, but it should provide such things as high bandwidth, guaranteed quality-of-service (QOS), and multicasting. This makes ATM an ideal networking choice [17, 18] although even the Internet can be used [8].

Given these three hardware components, there are many issues involved in their implementation. In this report we concentrate on the VOD server—in particular, how to make it more efficient. The two measures of efficiency we will use are:

- **Latency**: the average time a client must wait before it can begin viewing its request.
- **Bandwidth**: the amount of disk (or network) resources used by the server.

Although these two measures appear to correlate well, it is not necessarily the case. For example, a VOD provider might have the option of showing a particular video every five minutes or every ten minutes. The first option has half the latency but requires twice the bandwidth of the second option. Any strategy that can reduce both latency and bandwidth is valuable to VOD providers.

There are two terms that are important for understanding stream tapping and other efficiency-improving systems:

- **Display stream**: a stream of data a client receives at its STB.
- **Disk stream**: a stream of data the VOD server reads from local (disk) storage.

The number of simultaneous disk streams a VOD server can support while maintaining the necessary QOS of the data is limited, and so the careful management of these streams is important.

Conventional VOD systems do not use any strategy at all when it comes to their disk streams. They simply reserve a disk stream for each display stream. While this is the easiest strategy to implement, it is also the least efficient.

Other systems, including stream tapping, attempt to service multiple display streams from each disk stream. This makes more efficient use of the available disk bandwidth on the VOD server, and with more clients able to use the server at any one time, latencies are usually lower as well.

What makes stream tapping unique is how it goes about increasing the number of display streams for each disk stream. The client STB initially receives its own disk stream, but then it is allowed to aggressively “tap” into other disk streams from the VOD server, storing the tapped data in a local buffer until it is needed. Every time the client is able to tap data, its assigned stream (which only has one display stream) will not be needed for as long, and the other disk stream will be able to increase its display streams by one for the amount of time the STB is able to tap data from it. This increases the average number of display streams per disk stream.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. We present the stream tapping system in §2 and then remark on some of its hardware requirements in §3. In §4 we describe other VOD systems that have been presented in the literature. The simulation used to test the stream tapping system is described in §5, and in §6 we discuss the results from that simulation. In §7 we outline some future plans with stream tapping. Finally, in §8, we provide some concluding remarks.

## 2 Stream Tapping

The key idea behind stream tapping is that clients are not restricted to their assigned disk stream. If other disk streams for the same video are active on the VOD server, clients are allowed to “tap” into them, storing the tapped data in a local buffer until it is needed. By using existing
disk streams as much as possible, the clients minimize the amount of time they require their own disk streams. The rest of this section elaborates upon how this strategy works.

2.1 Definitions

Several of the parameters used by stream tapping are defined below:

- $\beta$ the size of the STB buffer, measured in minutes of video data. Measuring in time allows us to ignore the particulars of the video encoding.
- $N$ the number of videos offered by the VOD server.
- $L_i$ the length of video $i$, in minutes, for $1 \leq i \leq N$.
- $S$ the maximum number of simultaneous disk streams that the VOD server can support.
- $C$ the maximum number of simultaneous disk streams that the client STB can receive.
- $\lambda$ the arrival rate of requests at the VOD server, measured in requests per hour.
- $\Delta$ the difference in time, in minutes, between the current request for a video and the last request for the same video that required an original disk stream.

Note that $\beta$, $L$, $\lambda$, and $\Delta$ are not required to have integer values.

Stream tapping also divides disk streams into three types:

1. **Original Streams**

   Original disk streams can be used at any time. However, they require that the requested video be read from disk in its entirety, which means they are busy (i.e. reading from storage) for

   
   $$B_0(i) = L_i$$

   minutes, where $i$ is the index of the requested video.

2. **Full Tap Streams**

   A full tap disk stream can only be used when the requested video starts within $\beta$ minutes of an original disk stream for the same video (i.e. when $\Delta \leq \beta$). This allows the full tap stream to work in tandem with the original stream so that the full tap stream can be released well before the video is complete.

   In particular, the requesting STB will receive both the full tap and original streams for $\Delta$ minutes. During that time the full tap stream will read the first $\Delta$ minutes of the video, and the STB will display it live. The data from the original stream will be stored in the STB’s buffer. After $\Delta$ minutes, the STB will be able to release the full tap stream and receive the rest of the video from its buffer, which will be continually updated from the original stream and contain a moving $\Delta$-minute window of the video. That means a full tap stream will be busy for

   
   $$B_f(\Delta) = \Delta$$

   minutes.

   Figure 2 gives two examples of the state of an STB’s buffer when the STB is assigned a full tap stream. The shaded areas
of the buffer indicate video data the STB still needs to display, with the most recent data on the right. The first part of the figure shows the buffer during the first $\Delta$ minutes when the STB is receiving two disk streams. The full tap stream is being displayed, and just enough of it is kept in the buffer to prevent jitter. The second part shows the buffer after the full tap stream has been released. Video data from the original stream is being received and displayed (consumed) at the same rate, leaving a constant window of data in the buffer.

3. **Partial Tap Streams**

A partial tap disk stream can be used for a requested video in any situation where a full tap stream cannot be used, as long as there is an original stream for the video currently active (i.e. when $\Delta > \beta$). As with the full tap stream, a partial tap stream can work in conjunction with the original stream, but unlike the full tap stream, the partial tap cannot be fully released until the video is complete.

In particular, during the first $\beta$ minutes, the STB will receive both streams. The partial tap stream will read the first $\beta$ minutes of the video, and the original stream will read $\Delta$ to $\Delta + \beta$ of the video. After that, the STB will repeat the following until the video is complete:

- The STB’s buffer is full, and the video data it contains is $\Delta - \beta$ minutes away from the STB’s current place in the video. The STB will reacquire (if necessary) the partial tap stream and receive the $\Delta - \beta$ minutes of video data from there.

- The STB will then temporarily release the partial tap stream for the next $\beta$ minutes. During that time it will display the video data in its buffer and receive data from the original stream once again, filling up its buffer while simultaneously emptying it.

The partial tap stream will only need to exist for the first $\beta$ minutes of the display and then for the first $\Delta - \beta$ minutes of every succeeding $\Delta$-minute interval. That means it will be busy for

$$B_p(\Delta, i) = \beta + \left\lfloor \frac{L_i - \beta}{\Delta} \right\rfloor (\Delta - \beta)$$

$$+ \min(\Delta - \beta, (L_i - \beta) \mod \Delta) \quad (3)$$

minutes, where $i$ is the index of the requested video.

Figure 3 gives an example of the three types of disk streams when $\beta = 10$. The original stream starts at time $T_0$, the full tap stream starts at time $T_0 + 5$, and the partial tap stream at time $T_0 + 12$. The shaded area indicate when the streams are busy.

### 2.2 Algorithm

Using the definitions from §2.1, we can now describe the stream tapping algorithm. Every time the VOD server can service requests, it must first assign each request in its request queue one of the three disk stream types.

- If no instance of the requested video is currently being read from disk using an original stream, then that request is assigned an original stream.

- If an original stream for the requested video started less than or equal to $\beta$ minutes in the past, then that request is assigned a full tap stream.
• If an original stream for the requested video started over $\beta$ minutes in the past, then a decision must be made about the type of disk stream (either original or partial tap) that the request should be assigned.

This decision can be made based on the request’s video group. A video group is the set of disk streams for the requested video, starting with the most recent original stream and including all subsequent tap streams. With a minimal amount of extra storage (one counter for each video), the VOD server can keep track of $\lambda_g$, the scheduling rate of streams in the group.

Given $\lambda_g$ and $\Delta$, the VOD server estimates two values:

• $C_g$, the average disk usage of a video group that exists for $\Delta + 1/\lambda_g$ minutes and has a scheduling rate of $\lambda_g$.

• $O_g$, the optimal average disk usage of a video group that exists for less than or equal to $\Delta$ minutes and has a scheduling rate of $\lambda_g$.

$C_g$ is the average usage of the group with the request, and $O_g$ is the best average usage of the group without the request.

The VOD server then requires a parameter to the algorithm, $\alpha$, the tap limit. If $C_g \leq \alpha O_g$ the request is assigned a partial tap stream, otherwise it is assigned an original stream.

Once all of the requests have been assigned stream types, the VOD server will know deterministically the disk scheduling and usage required by each (for this iteration). It can then use this information to order the requests in the queue and to check which requests can be serviced.

### 2.3 Other Options

In the main part of the stream tapping algorithm described above, the client STB need only receive at most two disk streams at any one time. If the STB has the capability to receive more than this without sacrificing QOS, then two more options can be used.

The first of these options is called extra tapping. This option allows an STB receiving a full or partial tap stream to tap data from any disk stream on the video server, not just from an original stream.

Extra tapping can only be performed under two conditions:

• The new video data does not displace any data the STB expects to be in its buffer, and

• The new video data will still be in the buffer when it is needed.

In other words, the STB is not allowed to undo any positive work or to do any unnecessary work.

An example of extra tapping is shown in Figure 4. The buffer size is 10 minutes, and $B$ and $C$ are full tap streams starting, respectively, 5 and 7 minutes after original stream $A$. The before part of the figure shows the video data (in lighter gray) that the STB receiving stream $C$ can tap from stream $B$. The after part shows the only parts of the full tap streams that need to be reserved on the VOD server.

The second option is called stream stacking. When an STB has data in its buffer to which it
is trying to “catch up,” and when it also has extra space in its buffer, it can use whatever disk streams are currently available on the VOD server to help load in the data it needs more quickly. This does not change the amount of time the stream is busy, but it rearranges when data is read from the server, potentially preventing future bandwidth contention.

Figure 5 provides an example of stream stacking. The buffer size is 10 minutes, and $B$ is a full tap stream starting 5 minutes after original stream $A$. Since the STB receiving $B$ only needs to reserve half of its buffer for stream $A$’s data, it can use the rest of the buffer to more quickly load the first five minutes of the video. In this example we assume stream $E$ is available, and that the STB receiving $B$ is able to use it for two minutes before another stream reserves it. The before part of the figure shows the part of stream $B$ (in lighter gray) that is read by stream $E$, and the after part shows how stream $B$ becomes available two minutes earlier than it would have otherwise.

Although it might not have been obvious from the descriptions above, stream stacking and extra tapping can only be used during the first $\beta$ minutes of full and partial tap streams. For a proof that this extra data does not overflow the client’s local buffer, please see Appendix B.

3 System Requirements

Stream tapping is more complicated than conventional systems, and because of this it imposes some extra requirements on the hardware components of a VOD service. (These are the same components shown in Figure 1.) Some of the extra requirements are discussed below.

3.1 VOD Server

The main difference between a VOD server using stream tapping and one running a conventional scheme is that the stream tapping server requires a stronger software solution.

- The server must be able to reserve disk bandwidth in advance. This also makes disk scheduling more difficult.
- Stream tapping requires a richer protocol between the server and the client. The client must be informed about the identity of the data it receives, and the server must provide that information.
- If extra tapping is used, the server must be able to make quick decisions about available bandwidth, construct and break down short-duration multicast groups, and keep track of which parts of the videos the clients have received.

However, because the software is more complicated, the server will require less hardware, and thus money spent on software development will be mitigated by money saved on hardware. If VOD providers run multiple servers, they should save even more.

3.2 Network

Unlike conventional systems, stream tapping requires that the network be able to reserve bandwidth in advance (assuming a network that can
provide QoS assurances is used). This sort of capability can be added to standard reservation protocols, such as RSVP [19] and ST-II [20], with minor modifications [21, 22]. Also, because stream tapping reduces the amount of network bandwidth used by the VOD server, it can function on networks with much lower bandwidth capabilities than conventional systems require.

3.3 Client STB

In order to perform stream tapping, the client STB must have a local buffer that can store minutes of video data. This buffer does not need to be large. Using MPEG-1 video encoding (at 1.5 Mbps), a 10-minute buffer is only 115 MB; using MPEG-2 encoding (at 4 Mbps), the same buffer is only 300 MB. These small sizes mean the buffer should be relatively cheap to add to the STB. Even the 300 MB buffer should cost far less than $100, and this is not excessive when STB’s are expected to have prices similar to VCR’s.

4 Related Work

Other researchers have developed systems for improving the efficiency of VOD servers, and we briefly describe some of these systems below. The systems are distinguished by their most fundamental or unique idea.

4.1 Batching

A simple but effective technique for improving VOD server efficiency is known as batching [23, 24]. When the VOD server has multiple requests for the same video in its request queue, it may service them all (that is, batch the requests together) by multicasting the video to all of the requesting clients.

The problem with batching is that it does not attempt to make efficient use of the VOD server’s disk bandwidth until the server is in an overloaded state (i.e., when it is putting a large percentage of the video requests into its request queue). As long as the server’s request queue is small, batching will function essentially the same as a conventional system.

4.2 Delayed Batching

Delayed batching [25, 26] works much like standard batching, except that instead of servicing a request as soon as possible, the VOD server will wait a certain amount of time (called the batching interval) in an effort to increase the number of requests batched together. The batching interval is allowed to change for each video and is usually based on the popularity of the video.

Delayed batching solves the problem found in standard batching in that it is able to batch requests regardless of the load on the VOD server. However, it creates two new problems: it guarantees that the average client latency will be non-zero, and the only way for it to minimize latency is to maximize disk bandwidth (and vice versa).

4.3 Staggered Broadcasting

With staggered broadcasting [27–29], a disk stream for a video is only started at regular intervals (such as every ten minutes), and all requests received for the video during the current interval are batched together. This is similar to delayed batching except in how the interval timer is started (a video request versus a regular interval). Thus staggered broadcasting also has the same two problems as delayed batching.

4.4 Pyramid Broadcasting

With pyramid broadcasting [30, 31], the VOD server reserves a certain number of disk streams for a set of (popular) videos. However, rather than having each stream read out an entire video, the streams read out multiplicatively increasing segments of the videos. The client STB must

---

3In fact, STB’s may cost far more than this. Time Warner used a scaled-down Indy workstation, costing over a thousand dollars, in its Orlando trial [3].

4For the rest of this report, when we refer to pyramid broadcasting, we will mean the unconstrained, permutation-based version presented by Aggarwal et al. [30]. This is the version that produced the lowest average client latency for a given bandwidth.
then jump from stream to stream in order to receive an entire video.

Pyramid broadcasting gives a much better latency than that found in staggered broadcasting (the latency is exponential in the bandwidth rather than linear), but in order for the STB to receive each segment as it is needed, the video data must be transferred at a rate about three times the consumption rate. Because of this, the STB must also have a local buffer, and the size of this buffer must be at least 300 MB (and perhaps as large as 900 MB) for MPEG-1 encoding. This is much larger than the buffer required by stream tapping.

4.5 Piggybacking

In piggybacking [32, 33], the display rates of videos are changed by ±5% (little enough so human observers should not notice) so that two existing disk streams can be “merged” into one. That is, the rate of one disk stream can be increased while the rate of another is decreased, and once the streams reach the same position in the video, one can be released.

This strategy works well in that, except for one possible stream jump by the client STB, all of the work is done by the VOD server. However, this gain is heavily offset by the amount of time it takes for two streams to merge; if the streams start $\Delta$ minutes apart, piggybacking will take $10\Delta$ minutes to merge them. This is 10 times longer than it takes stream tapping to achieve a similar effect. Also, if the video rate changes cannot be made on the fly, piggybacking will require at least two versions of each video (one fast and one slow—a normal speed isn’t necessarily needed), increasing the storage requirements.

4.6 Interval Caching

With interval caching [34, 35], the VOD server keeps a local cache of some large size (perhaps in the GB range). When a new video request is to be serviced, the server checks if another disk stream has been assigned for that video, and, if so, attempts to keep the interval of video data between the two display streams in its cache. It does this by placing data in the cache as it is read for the first display stream, leaving it there until the second display stream needs it, and then freeing it after the second display stream has used it. In this way, the second display stream only requires a disk stream for the small amount of time it needs to “catch up” to the cached data (since the other disk stream’s data is not placed in the cache until the second display stream starts).

Clearly, the effectiveness of interval caching is dependent on the size of the VOD server’s cache, but bigger is not necessarily better. The best size is influenced by the relative costs of disk streams and cache space. For servers of the size used in this report and for MPEG-1 encoding, Dan and Sitaram found that the most cost effective cache size was only 250 to 500 MB; yet even using a cache large enough to hold 8 videos (roughly 10 GB), they only found a disk bandwidth savings of 40–50% over conventional systems [34]. Stream tapping can achieve this for any video with an average interarrival time of 20 minutes or less (see §6). Also, while interval caching is able to save disk streams on the VOD server, it does nothing to save bandwidth on the network. It has the same network requirements as conventional systems.

4.7 Asynchronous Multicasting

Asynchronous multicasting [36, 37] allows a client to join a multicast group for a video after the video has started. The VOD server accomplishes this by breaking up the video into segments of length $S$ and sending out a segment every $S$ minutes—but using a transfer rate $N$ times the consumption rate of the video, so the transfer only takes $S/N$ minutes. This allows a client to join a multicast group late, store the segments that are current for the other members of the group in a local buffer until they are needed, and use the gaps between the segments to receive segments that it missed.

In particular, the buffer must be able to hold some multiple $M$ of the segment size $S$. This allows the client to join a multicast group as long as the $M^{th}$ segment has not yet been sent to the
rest of the group, or within \((M - 1)S\) minutes of the start of the video. Using an example of \(M = 3\) and \(S = 6\) [37], this means the client’s buffer must be able to hold 18 minutes of video data, but it can only catch up to videos that started less than 12 minutes in the past.

Stream tapping was developed independently of asynchronous multicasting, and although the two systems share some similarities (especially with full tap streams), there are some important differences. Stream tapping:

- Does not break the video into segments,
- Does not make any assumptions about the transfer rate,
- Makes more efficient use of the client buffer, and
- Requires a lower data rate at the client STB.

5 Simulation

We analyzed the stream tapping system using simulation. Each run of the simulation consisted of a 2-hour warm-up period followed by a 12-hour interval during which statistics were kept. Each data point presented in the next section is the mean average of five such runs. This kept the variance of the values to (typically) less than 1%.

5.1 Videos

The length of each video was modeled using a normal distribution with a mean of 110 minutes and a standard deviation of 10 minutes. These lengths were truncated to a minimum of 90 minutes and a maximum of 180 minutes to keep the values realistic.

The probability of each video was modeled using a Zipf-like distribution. (See Appendix A for details.) This is the distribution recommended by Drapeau et al. [38] and used by many others [23, 27, 33, 34, 39]. Also, like many of the papers just cited, we decided to configure the distribution to more closely fit empirical video

![Figure 6: A Zipf-like distribution with \(N = 92\) and \(\theta = 0.271\).]

rental patterns [40], and therefore used \(N = 92\) and a \(\theta = 0.271\). (See Figure 6.)

5.2 Clients

Clients were generated using a Poisson arrival process with an interarrival time of \(1/\lambda\). Clients were only allowed to select a video based on the distribution described above. Adding more complexity to the client—such as allowing it to give up waiting (or renege) on its request, or allowing it to interact with the video—is planned for the future.

5.3 VOD Server

Overall, the VOD server acted like an ordinary server; it received requests, serviced requests if it had available resources, queued requests if it did not, and tried to service requests in its queue every time an event occurred that made a disk stream available. The only issue left to model was the amount of time it took the server to access a video. This latency depends on the particular VOD server architecture being used (e.g. if it uses tertiary storage for unpopular videos). Since we did not want to make any assumptions about the server, and since we also wanted to remove the effects of the server from the results of the simulation, we took this latency to be zero.
5.4 Network

The characteristics of a network—its size, bandwidth, protocol, and medium—can drastically influence its effectiveness in supporting VOD. For this reason we did not want to make any assumptions about the network, and as with the VOD server, we also wanted to remove its effects from the results of the simulation. Therefore we assumed that the data was able to traverse the network with zero latency and that the network always had bandwidth available to the VOD server.

While the assumptions made in this and the previous subsection are certainly unrealistic, they are consistent with the approaches taken by other researchers in the field. Also, even if the latencies caused by video start-up and the network were included, they are small enough when compared to the latency caused by contention for VOD server resources that it is likely the results would not be very different.

5.5 Client STB

We assumed that the client STB’s were all exactly the same in terms of their buffer size and maximum data rate. This is not required to be the case, but it simplified the simulation.

5.6 Scheduling Policy

Stream tapping does not work well with standard scheduling policies. First-come-first-served (FCFS) is fair, but it does not recognize the savings presented by full and partial tap streams. Maximum queue length (MQL), by scheduling based on the current number of outstanding requests for each video, favors the tap streams, but it can cause starvation for unpopular videos. Minimum service time (MST) recognizes the potential for tap streams better than the others, but it can cause starvation as well.

For this reason, we created our own scheduling policy called WSA, the weighted, scaled average of FCFS, MQL, and MST. In this policy, each request receives its normal priority from the three standard policies, but then the values are scaled to put them in common terms, weighted for tuning purposes, and then added together for the final priority.

The exploration of other scheduling policies, and their effect on a stream tapping VOD server, is planned for the future.

6 Results

In this section we will present simulation results for stream tapping. These results are for disk bandwidth and latency, our two primary metrics for VOD server efficiency. We will first explore how variations in the parameters and options to the system affect its performance, and then we will compare (where possible) stream tapping to other systems.

We drew upon two standard configurations—one for measuring latency and one for measuring disk bandwidth—when running the simulation. Unless otherwise specified, we used these configurations and both options to the system when simulating results.

The latency configuration is one that might exist in real life:

- The VOD server has 300 disk streams and 92 videos \((S = 300, N = 92)\).
- The client STB has a 10-minute buffer and can receive up to 4 disk streams at any one time \((\beta = 10, C = 4)\).

This represents a moderately-sized VOD server, one that could service a community of several thousand people.

A configuration for measuring disk bandwidth cannot be based on a realistic setting. This is for two reasons: it is more informative to know the bandwidth required by requests for a single video (which can then be extrapolated for multiple videos, if needed), and the measurements should not be influenced by contention for resources. Therefore, the disk bandwidth configuration has the same client STB as the latency configuration, but its VOD server has an infinite number of disk streams and only a single video.
Figures 7 and 8 show how the tap limit affects VOD server efficiency. Recall that the tap limit helps decide whether the server should select a partial tap stream or an original stream, with a value of 1.0 meaning it should choose whichever requires the least amount of disk time. Therefore the results in Figure 7 are not surprising; the lowest bandwidth came when the tap limit was 1.0.

Figure 8, which shows the tap limit’s effect on latency, is more intriguing. The best limit here came at 1.05, a value that caused the VOD server to favor partial tap streams. We conjecture this happened because partial tap streams cause disk stream “gaps” of size $\beta$, and these allow stream stacking to be performed more often, and they allow full tap streams to be scheduled more often. (We allowed the modeled server to continue checking on requests even after it found one that could not be serviced. Giving extra opportunities for full tap streams causes the scheduling policy to behave more like MST, which reduces the average latency.)

Given the slight disparity between the optimal tap limits for latency and disk bandwidth, we decided to use a tap limit of 1.0 for the rest of the results in this section. This value was the most intuitive choice, and it should work well regardless of the scheduling policy used. We did not want to tune stream tapping to the WSA policy and give it an unfair advantage over the other systems during later comparisons. Also, by using a value greater than or equal to 1.0, we were able to prove the server will never make a bad stream choice. See Appendix C.

Figure 9 shows how the size of the client buffer affects disk usage on the VOD server. As expected, a larger buffer improves the disk usage on the VOD server for all arrival rates except for the largest, $\lambda = 120$. This happens because stream tapping was designed with a small buffer in mind, and when the buffer size and arrival rate become large enough, it is not always best for the VOD server to assign a request a full tap stream. Changing the algorithm so that a stream decision is made for all tap streams (instead of just partial tap streams) is a trivial matter, and
it is something we will explore in the future. Figure 9 also shows that with a 10-minute buffer on the client, the VOD server only requires about 15 disk streams on average to give a zero latency for a particular video, even if the video is requested 120 times per hour. If staggered broadcasting were to use 15 disk streams for a video, it would give a latency of over 3.5 minutes.

The effect the buffer size has on client latency is shown in Figure 10. This graph is very encouraging; even when there were twice as many requests per hour as there were disk streams on the VOD server, the server was able to handle the load and give reasonable latencies, even for the 5-minute buffer.

It is also worth noting that a conventional system, by reserving a disk stream for each display stream, can only handle about 164 requests per hour when it has 300 disk streams; any more than that and it will begin to generate an infinite request queue. Stream tapping can handle almost twice that many requests per hour before it even begins to generate non-zero latencies (with \( \beta \geq 10 \)).

Figure 11 shows how the number of disk streams on the VOD server affects latency. The arrival rates are given as a percentage of those streams per hour. This allows the arrival rates to be meaningful for each server size.

Figure 9 already provided examples showing that when the request rate for a video is doubled, the bandwidth required by the video does not double. (For example, for \( \beta = 10 \), when the request rate jumped from 30 to 60 per hour, the bandwidth only increased from about 10 to 12 disk streams.) Thus the results from Figure 11 should not be surprising. Increasing the disk bandwidth and the request rate by the same factor allows the VOD server to perform more efficiently. This is why stream tapping scales well.

The effect of the VOD server’s library size on latency is shown in Figure 12. Stream tapping works best when it receives a high rate of requests for a single video; that allows most clients to receive a significant amount of their video data through tapping. Thus we would expect the

Figure 10: STB buffer size versus latency \((N = 92, S = 300)\).

Figure 11: VOD server disk streams versus latency \((N = 92, S = 300)\).

Figure 12: VOD server library size versus latency \((N = 92, S = 300)\).
Figure 13: Maximum client streams versus disk bandwidth \((N = 1, S = \infty, \lambda = 60)\).

Figure 15: Effects of the stream tapping options on disk usage \((N = 1, S = \infty)\).

Figure 14: Maximum client streams versus latency \((N = 92, S = 300, \lambda = 525)\).

VOD server to show lower latencies when there are fewer videos (but the request rate remains the same), and that is the case in this figure.

Figures 13 and 14 show how the maximum number of client disk streams affects VOD server efficiency. The basic part of the stream tapping system requires two client streams, and only the options to the system make use of more. Thus we expected \textit{a priori} that the performance gains from increasing the number of client streams would be small, and that is what we found. Both disk usage and latency improve when moving from 2 to 3 client streams, but after that the gains are minimal.

Figure 13 might be a little misleading in that it indicates the server uses more bandwidth when the clients can accept more streams. This is because, by allowing the server to have infinite disk streams when measuring disk usage, the clients are able to perform stream stacking to its fullest extent. The more clients can perform stream stacking, the less they can perform extra tapping (since the “stacked” data can no longer be tapped by later-arriving requests), and the less efficient the VOD server becomes with regard to disk bandwidth. This is also a problem with other graphs that measure disk usage, but to a smaller extent since the default value of \(C\) is only 4.

Figures 15 and 16 show how the extra tapping and stream stacking options affect the VOD server. Note that stream stacking is not included in Figure 15. When it is used alone, it simply rearranges when video data is read from disk; it does not change the actual disk usage.

These results were slightly disappointing: while the options appear to improve disk usage to a significant extent, they only decreased latency by a slight amount (roughly 20 seconds for each data point). This appears to be caused by two things:

- Extra tapping causes gaps in disk streams that reduce the overall disk usage, but the gaps are not large enough and do not line up well enough to allow other streams to be scheduled.
Stream stacking only exists to improve latency (it does not help disk usage), but it requires available streams in order to function. That is, in most of the situations when it can help, it is not needed.

However, it is possible that with a larger VOD server (which gives more disk streams to work with and allows more interactions between streams) or with a different strategy for using the options (such as changing how available streams are split up during stream stacking) the options might perform better.

Figures 17 and 18 show how WSA compared to other scheduling policies like FCFS, MQL, and MST. We found these results heartening: WSA performed well—with an average latency between FCFS and MQL and a maximum latency close to FCFS—even though we did not take a great deal of time to study different scheduling policies or tune the WSA policy. We expect that with more analysis we will be able to find a scheduling policy that will work even better with stream tapping than WSA does now.

Figure 19 shows how much disk bandwidth is saved by using stream tapping instead of a conventional system. (We could compare latencies as well, but for any arrival rate that creates non-zero latencies for stream tapping, a conventional system generates an infinite queue.) Note that stream tapping saves over 80% when the interarrival time is 2 minutes or less (that is, when the video is popular), and even saves 15% when the interarrival time is 60 minutes.

Figure 20 compares stream tapping to the two broadcasting systems. Because of their deterministic nature, it is possible to write functions for latency based on the disk bandwidth (measured in streams) provided the two broadcasting systems. Given a video \( i \), we used

\[
L_s(S) = \frac{L_i}{2S}
\]

for staggered broadcasting and

\[
L_p(S) = \frac{L_i}{3(2^S/3 - 1)}
\]
for pyramid broadcasting [30]. Note that even with the high arrival rate (a request every ten seconds) stream tapping was very competitive and outperformed both broadcasting systems given enough disk streams.

Figures 21 and 22 compare stream tapping to batching and asynchronous multicasting. We estimated the performance of asynchronous multicasting by modeling it as stream tapping with only full tap streams. This should provide an upper bound on its performance since, using a 10-minute buffer, a request in asynchronous multicasting can only join a multicast group for a video that started less than 6–7 minutes in the past. Our model increases this to 10 minutes.

Figure 21 compares the three systems using disk bandwidth. This is not particularly fair to batching; by allowing the VOD server unlimited disk streams to measure usage without contention, the server never had any requests in its queue, and thus batching in this case performed exactly the same as a conventional system. In both Figures 21 and 22, stream tapping handily outperforms the other systems.

7 Future Work

There are a variety of topics we have not yet explored at all, or have not explored as fully as we should. Some of the more important topics are listed in the subsections below.
7.1 Scheduling Policies

As we mentioned before (see §5.6), our WSA scheduling policy is very simplistic and can more than likely be improved upon. Others have looked at scheduling policies for VOD servers but have not considered the service time of the request [23, 24]. This is a very important factor with stream tapping since service times can range from a few seconds to hundreds of minutes.

7.2 Client Reneging

There are three important ways of rating a scheduling policy:

- Average latency, which we have discussed in this report.

- Client reneging rate, which is the percentage of time clients renege on their video request because it has taken too long to be serviced.

- Fairness, which is a measure how “fair” the scheduling policy is in regard to the different videos offered by the VOD server. A perfectly fair policy has an equal reneging rate for each video.

In this report, we have only considered the first of these three methods (while giving hints about the latter two through the use of the maximum latency). By adding client reneging to the simulation, we will be able to study the reneging rate and fairness as well.

7.3 Stream Decision Process

While working with stream tapping, we found there were situations when it was not always best to assign a request a full tap stream. For example, if $\beta = 30$, $L = 110$, and a disk stream is started for a video every minute, then a video group will contain an original stream and 30 full tap streams, and it will require

$$110 + \sum_{j=1}^{30} j = 575$$

minutes of disk time. However, if an original stream was used instead of the 15th full tap stream from above, the same requests would only require

$$110 + \sum_{j=1}^{14} j + 110 + \sum_{j=1}^{15} j = 445$$

minutes of disk time. Changing the decision process so that an original stream can be assigned at any time is an important step in making stream tapping more versatile.

7.4 Server Library Size

We chose a library size of 92 videos because that allowed us to model our workload against empirical data [40]. This size is probably much smaller than will actually be used: Drapeau et al. [38] estimate that VOD servers will contain around 500 (MPEG-1 encoded) videos, while some real life VOD trials feature servers that can hold over 1000 videos [1, 2]. Large library sizes are a good selling point for VOD providers, but it is not clear to what extent they affect VOD server simulations. Even with our distribution, the 92nd video is only selected 0.4% of the time. If hundreds of more videos are added, they will all have very small selection probabilities, and it may turn out that during a 12-hour simulation, not many more than 92 videos are selected anyway. However, this is something we plan to explore.

7.5 VCR Control

VCR control includes functions such as pause, fast forward, and rewind. Systems that start videos after semi-regular intervals (such as staggered broadcasting) can perform these functions very efficiently in a discontinuous manner [25, 27, 28]. That is, the functions can be mimicked by allowing the client STB to jump forward a stream (for fast forward), jump backward a stream (for rewind), or wait for a trailing stream to reach the same point in the video (for pause). However, this implementation does not allow for cueing (viewing the video while using fast forward or rewind) and it might not give
the client much precision in deciding the duration of the function (depending on how often new streams are started). And thus continuous VCR functions are preferred.

Systems such as stream tapping, piggybacking, and batching can support continuous VCR functions, but as far as we have been able to find, no such studies have been performed. This is probably because the systems will encounter serious degradation in performance when VCR controls are added; each VCR action taken by a client can potentially move the client out of its current multicast group and into a new group where it is the only member. This would, in effect, break down all the work the system went through to create a large multicast group.

But stream tapping might have its own edge:

- A client moved out of its current group would still be able to tap data from other disk streams. This might allow it to be assigned the equivalent of a full or partial tap stream and save on disk bandwidth.

- Because stream tapping requires a buffer on the client STB, not all VCR functions would require the client to leave its group. For example, a client receiving an original stream can pause up to 5 minutes before it must jump to a new group.

These points will help to mitigate the effects of VCR actions, but obviously they will not alleviate them entirely. However, a study must be done to see how much the VCR controls will hurt stream tapping performance, and how this interactive version of stream tapping will rate compared to other systems providing VCR controls.

In this report we presented a system called stream tapping that can improve the efficiency of VOD servers. It allows clients to tap into all disk streams on the VOD server so they can minimize the amount of new disk bandwidth they require for their requests. This reduces the total amount of bandwidth required by the server, and that in turn leads to lower latencies for the clients.

Stream tapping does not make any assumptions about its environment. It can work with VOD servers of any size, does not require excessive network bandwidth, and can be scaled to fit the desired complexity of the VOD server or client STB. Stream tapping also does not require any a priori knowledge by the VOD provider, such as which videos will be popular and which will not.

We tested stream tapping through the use of simulation. Using MPEG-1 encoding, videos with an average length of 110 minutes, and a VOD server with 300 disk streams available, we found that even when the client buffer was as small as 115 MB stream tapping gave less than 5-minute latencies even when as many as 450 requests were made each hour. We also compared stream tapping to a variety of other VOD systems and found that it performed as well or better than all of them. In particular, it required less than 20% of the disk bandwidth used by conventional systems (which dedicate a disk stream on the server for each client) for popular videos.

Appendix

A

Given a parameter \( N \), the number of objects to be considered, a Zipf distribution assigns object \( i \) the frequency

\[
f(i) = \frac{1}{i}
\]

Then the probability for object \( i \) is given by

\[
p(i) = \frac{f(i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} f(j)}
\]
A Zipf-like distribution modifies the above slightly by using a second parameter $\theta$. With $\theta$ the frequency for object $i$ becomes

$$f(i) = \frac{1}{i^{1-\theta}}$$

and the probability for $i$ is calculated in the same fashion.

B

When a client STB is assigned a full or partial tap stream, it will receive data from

- Its assigned stream,
- The original stream it is tapping, and
- Any streams it can use for stacking or extra tapping

during its first $\Delta$ (for full taps) or $\beta$ (for partial taps) minutes. We will use this appendix to prove that the client’s buffer can hold all of this data without overflowing.

Let $d$ be the length of the interval ($\Delta$ or $\beta$), and note that $d \leq \beta$. Also note that the original stream being tapped is sending data that the STB buffer must hold for the entire $d$ minutes, but the other streams are only sending data for the first $d$ minutes of the video. Now consider any time $t$ between $T_0$, the starting time of the tap stream, and $T_0 + d$. The client buffer will have $t$ minutes of data from the original stream in its buffer, but it will only have at most $d-t$ minutes of data from the other sources. That means the buffer will have at most $d-t+t = d \leq \beta$ minutes of video data in it during the time interval. And so the variety of sources will not cause the STB buffer to overflow.

C

When the stream tapping algorithm decides between a partial tap stream and an original stream, it does not consider the effect of future streams on the current video group. It makes a simple greedy decision based on the optimal average usage for the group—up until the time of the current request—and the average usage for the group if the request is assigned a partial tap stream. That leaves open the possibility that the algorithm could make a bad choice. That is, it is possible for the algorithm to decide on an original stream when a series of future partial tap streams would bring the average usage within the tap limit of the optimal usage. In this appendix we will prove that when the tap limit is greater than or equal to 1.0, the algorithm never makes a bad choice.

We will first define some notation. Let $\alpha$ be the tap limit, let $\delta = 1/\lambda_g$ be the interarrival time for streams for the video, and let $U_{i:j}$ be the total usage for the $i$th through $j$th streams to the video group. (So, for example, $U_{1:1}$ is the usage of the original stream in the group.) Let $r$ be the index of the stream that causes the optimal average usage, and let $s > r$ be the index of the first request that the algorithm assigns an original stream.

Then we know

$$\frac{U_{1:s}}{s\delta} > \alpha \frac{U_{1:r}}{r\delta} \tag{4}$$

and we need to prove that for any $t > s$,

$$\frac{U_{1:t}}{t\delta} > \alpha \frac{U_{1:r}}{r\delta}$$

Let us first look at the average group usage for the $s$th request (assuming it was assigned a partial tap stream rather than an original stream),

$$\frac{U_{1:s}}{s\delta} = \frac{U_{1:r} + U_{r+1:s}}{s\delta} = \frac{U_{1:r}}{r\delta} \cdot \frac{r}{s} + \frac{U_{r+1:s}}{(s-r)\delta} \cdot \frac{s-r}{s}$$

The average usage is simply the weighted average of the optimal average usage and the average usage of the streams arriving after $r$. Hence, by Equation 4 we know

$$\frac{U_{r+1:s}}{(s-r)\delta} > \alpha \frac{U_{1:r}}{r\delta}$$
But
\[
\frac{U_{r+1,s}}{(s-t)\delta} = \frac{1}{(s-r)\delta} \left( \frac{U_{r+1,r+1}}{(s-r)\delta} + \frac{U_{r+2,r+2}}{(s-r)\delta} + \cdots + \frac{U_{s,s}}{(s-r)\delta} \right)
\]
which is a weighted average as well. Since the usage of each request increases the farther away the request gets from the original stream (i.e., with increasing index), we have
\[
\frac{U_{s,s}}{(s-r)\delta} > \alpha \frac{U_{1,1}}{(s-r)\delta}
\]
Now consider any \( t > s \). The average usage of the video group is
\[
\frac{U_{1,t}}{t\delta} = \frac{U_{1,s} + U_{s+1,t}}{t\delta} = \frac{U_{1,s}}{t\delta} \cdot \frac{s}{t} + \frac{U_{s+1,t}}{t\delta} \cdot \frac{t-s}{t}
\]
\[
> \alpha \frac{U_{1,r}}{t\delta} \cdot \frac{s}{t} + \frac{U_{1,r}}{t\delta} \cdot \frac{t-s}{t} \quad \text{by (4)}
\]
\[
> \alpha \frac{U_{1,r}}{t\delta} \cdot \frac{t-s}{t} \quad \text{by (5)}
\]
\[
= \alpha \frac{U_{1,r}}{t\delta}
\]
QED.
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